Cinedigm Delivers CONtv to Twitch Using Amagi CLOUDPORT
February 22, 2018
Cinedigm selects Amagi’s cloud playout platform to bring CONtv’s fan-centric pop culture to Twitch
NEW YORK, Feb. 22, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Amagi, a global leader in cloud-based technology for TV and OTT broadcasters, today announced that
Cinedigm (NASDAQ:CIDM), a leading independent content distributor, has deployed the company’s cloud-based channel playout platform, CLOUDPORT, to bring
its CONtv channel to the popular social video service Twitch.
CONtv is the premier digital network devoted to the fan space, offering an original slate of programming, as well as a vast digital catalog of over 2,800 must-watch
film and TV titles, encompassing sci-fi, horror, fantasy, anime, cult, grindhouse and comic con coverage. The 24/7 linear offering on Twitch, powered by Amagi,
features a variety of the fan-centric content aligned with the streaming service’s audience. Bringing CONtv to Twitch delivers a whole new way to experience
programming by watching the shows simultaneously with the Twitch community.
Building linear OTT channels -- featuring a mix of recorded and live programming -- on vMVPDs like Twitch, Sling, YouTube Live, Hulu Live, and others, can prove
challenging, both technologically and operationally. Traditional playout technologies have limited capabilities supporting linear delivery to vMVPDs and require
custom add-ons. This leads to heavy upfront capital expenditure for broadcasters and content owners. Also, ad insertions with a live stream integration can get
quite complex owing to flexibility, reliability, and demand for analytics.
“Managing linear channel playout and delivering video content across a multitude of vMVPDs, poses significant operational challenges for content providers from
both a cost and workflow perspective,” said Erick Opeka, EVP of Cinedigm Networks. “We are excited to partner with Amagi for their cloud broadcast expertise,
thereby reducing costs and improving operational efficiencies.”
Using Amagi CLOUDPORT, Cinedigm’s CONtv is able to stitch together a linear OTT channel in a just a few weeks, without having to invest in a separate customdesigned solution for periodic live events. Be it playing live and library graphics, playlist scheduling, or customized ad insertion per requirements of Twitch, Amagi
CLOUDPORT provided Cinedigm complete control on the entire broadcast workflow through a web UI.
“Content owners and broadcasters are looking for creative ways to engage audiences and monetize their programming,” said Srinivasan KA, co-founder of Amagi.
“Bringing an OTT channel to Twitch or other vMVPDs is increasingly table stakes today. Amagi’s cloud technology makes that process easier and more costeffective, maximizing value for clients like Cinedigm.”
Founded in 2008, Amagi formally debuted in the US in 2017. Amagi is the leader in cloud-managed broadcast services and targeted advertising for TV and OTT,
enabling TV networks to launch, operate, and monetize channels anywhere in the world. Amagi has deployments in more than 40 countries and delivers nearly 100
feeds to audiences worldwide. In addition to Cinedigm, Amagi clients include industry heavyweights such as VICELAND, Scripps Networks, Discovery
Communications’ DSPORT, Turner Broadcasting and more.
For more information about Amagi and its cloud-based broadcast solutions, including CLOUDPORT, visit www.amagi.com.
About Amagi (www amagi.com)
Amagi is the world’s leading cloud-managed broadcast services and targeted advertising solutions company. Amagi brings simplicity, advanced automation, and
transparency to the entire broadcast operation, be it for traditional TV or next-gen multiscreen platforms. Amagi has deployments in over 40 countries, enabling TV
networks to launch, operate, and monetize channels anywhere in the world. Amagi also provides targeted advertising solutions to 3,000+ brands, shaping the
future of TV advertising. Amagi Corporation is based in New York, with offices in Los Angeles, London, Hong Kong, New Delhi, Mumbai, and the R&D center in
Bangalore.
About Cinedigm
Cinedigm powers custom content solutions to the world’s largest retail, media and technology companies. The company provides premium feature films and series
to digital platforms including iTunes, Netflix, and Amazon, cable and satellite providers including Comcast, Dish Network and DirecTV, and major retailers including
Walmart and Target. Leveraging Cinedigm’s unique capabilities, content and technology, the company has emerged as a leader in the fast-growing over-the-top
(OTT) channel business, currently with four channels under management that reach hundreds of millions of devices, while also providing premium content and
service expertise to the entire OTT ecosystem. Learn more about Cinedigm at www.cinedigm.com.
In November 2017, Bison Capital became the beneficial owner of the majority of Cinedigm’s outstanding Class A Common Stock. Bison Capital is a Hong Kongbased investment company with a focus on the media and entertainment, healthcare and financial service industries. Founded by Mr. Peixin Xu in 2014, Bison
Capital has made multiple investments in film and TV production, film distribution and entertainment-related mobile Internet services.
Cinedigm is now working closely with Bison Capital to develop plans and forge partnerships to release entertainment content and develop OTT channels in China
while, reciprocally, releasing Chinese content and new OTT channels in North America.
Cinedigm™ and Cinedigm Digital Cinema Corp™ are trademarks of Cinedigm Corp. www.cinedigm.com. {CIDM-G}
About CONtv
CONtv is the leading digital entertainment network devoted exclusively to the fanspace. The network provides audiences access to thousands of hours of content
showcasing an original slate of programming, as well as an eclectic catalog of over 2,800 must-watch favorites; everything from quirky original series, elusive cult
films & television shows, celebrated genre movies encompassing sci-fi, horror, fantasy, anime, grindhouse, martial arts action, to live coverage of pop culture

events nationwide.
For more information, visit www.CONtv.com.
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